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Thank you to our sponsors

Welcome
Tonight our FX Awards celebrate world-class
design excellence with a terrific showbiz-style party.
Thanks to your continuous support we now have a
truly international status with global submissions
comprising more than half of our entries. So if you
win tonight you really are the best in the world.
With so many VIP architects and designers in attendance tonight,
I am humbled that you have travelled across the world to join us
tonight for this fabulous event. Our industry is known for its
colourful characters and it’s here that you get to meet them!
On a sobering note, the strength and quality of our awards, and
ultimately the success of these awards is down to the judging
panel, whose members I invite for their independence, authority,
expertise and commitment. They care as much as I do about the
results. As you know I don’t judge myself but I do invite new judges
each year to reflect your interests. This year I have recruited 24
judges, our largest panel ever, to argue your corner, each of whom
has been invited for their integrity, opinions and experience.
In some of the most hotly contested categories we have had as
many as 10 judges on a category. They are passionate about this
industry and each of your entries, and I am indebted to them for
assuring the integrity and high standing of these awards.
And with our four prestigious awards – as voted by FX readers
worldwide – I am delighted that you have voted Ken Shuttleworth as
recipient of the Outstanding Lifetime Contribution to Design award.
He has proved himself to be a brillliant architect on a variety of
different levels / projects and circumstances – and one that FX’s
readers are so proud of.
Enjoy the evening!

Special thanks to:
Our printer Stephens and George (S&G) for sponsoring this Winners Book
stephensandgeorge.co.uk
Cutting Edge for producing the awards
cuttingedge-uk.com
Gould Publication Papers UK for providing the paper for this Winners Book
gouldinternational.co.uk
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Alex Michaelis
Partner, Michaelis Boyd Associates

Alice Keown
F&B asset manager, British Land

Annabelle Filer
Founder of SCIN

Daniel Hajjar
Managing principal, HOK

David Kramer
Creative director, Squaredot

Fiona Livingston
Co-founder, Studiofibre

Giles Miller
Designer, Giles Miller Studio

Gurvinder Khurana
Director & co-founder, align

Jason Turner
Principal, HLW International

Jill Entwistle
Editor and author

Julian Maynard
Director

Laura Carrara-Cagni
Director, Edward Williams Architects

Levent Çaglar
Ergonomics consultant

Linzi Cassels
Principal – design director,
Perkins+Will

Michael Fern
Principal & director, Edge

Design agency and architecture practice,
Edge is a place-maker, offering an
unrivalled mix of skills and services. Brand,
interiors. architecture: Michael’s passion
for transformational design is infectious.
edgegb.com

Pete Jennings
Director, Piercy&Company

Sarah Godowski
Director, Bisset Adams

With more than 20 years of experience
designing office interiors and developing
workplace strategies, Linzi sits on
Perkins+Will’s Global Design Board and
Design Leadership Council. uk.perkinswill.com

Pete Champion
Group partner, director 3D Design,
I-AM Designing people-inspired

experiences that create positive changes
in people’s lives, I-AM is fascinated by what
motivates and inspires people, studying how
they think and act and changing the way
they think, feel and behave. i-amonline.com

Simon Marett
Director, LOM architecture and design

Simon Thorp
Director, LAPD Lighting Design

Steve Collis
Strategic director, JHP Design

Tim Bowder-Ridger
Senior partner / CEO, 		
Conran and Partners

Tim Hatton
Principal, Timothy Hatton Architects

Michaelis Boyd Associates is an awardwinning architecture and interiors practice,
specialising in high-end residential
properties and luxury international hotels
and lodges. michaelisboyd.com

Giles Miller is a ‘composer of materials’,
whose London-based studio experiments
in the fields of surface, sculptural and
architectural design. gilesmiller.com

Levent is the key UK expert in the design
evaluation of furniture. He works with
designers, architects and specifiers to
create efficient work environments for
the wellbeing of people.

Sean Weston
Director, Astudio

Sean is a director at Astudio, a researchled practice with a track record of
delivering innovative architecture in
a wide range of sectors. astudio.co.uk

The judging system
The FX International Interior Design Awards is
open to architects, designers, clients, and
suppliers for interior design projects or products
completed or launched between 20 July 2015

Alice Keown is asset manager for food and
beverage at British Land. She has 12 years
of restaurant property experience, and
joined the company from Davis Coffer
Lyons in 2015. britishland.com

Gurvinder is a co-founder of align,
a dynamic and fast-growing interior
architecture and design agency working
in the sectors of workplace, hospitality
and residential design. aligngb.com

LOM creates intelligent, collaborative
environments for companies in the UK and
around the world. Work includes complex
portfolio strategies, global design
standards, new buildings, workplace
interiors and one-off boutique interiors.
lom-architecture.com

and 20 July 2017. The judges are an independent
panel of experts who are recruited for a fresh
new panel each year, and comprise engineers,
clients, architects and designers from many
different sectors to reflect our audience tonight.

SCIN is a materials library, resource and
insight company working to help shift
material thinking and new material
adoption at the coalface between the
supplier and the specifier. scin.co.uk

Jason is principal of the London office
of HLW, an international architecture
and design practice with its headquarters
in New York. hlw.com

Simon is a director at LAPD Lighting
Design, an award-winning, freethinking,
independent lighting design consultancy
established in 2000. lapd.uk

They were invited on to the 2017
panel because of their experience, opinions,
and commitment to design. Judges, and
their companies, are not permitted to enter
any categories.

Daniel is an experienced architect with
more than 30 years of international
experience delivering projects covering
all aspects of planning, architecture and
project management. hok.com

Jill is the executive editor of Lighting
(Illumination in Architecture) and the
author of three books on lighting,
including Detail in Contemporary Lighting
Design (Laurence King). She is the editor
of the first BCO Guide to Lighting.

With studios in London and Seoul, JHP
Design is a commercial design consultancy
with retail projects throughout the world.
Its strategic director Steve Collis is
responsible for creating JHP’s strategic and
commercial rationale. jhp-design.com

Because of the large number of entries, and
to preserve the integrity of the FX Awards, we
use a transparent judging system in which each
judge ranks their top six entries in each category
before they know who their co-judges are.

With more than 30 years of experience in
the world of furniture and commercial
design, David is one of the co founders of
Squaredot,launched 17 years ago, and has
grown its award-winning design reputation
at home and internationally.

Julian is founder of the international design
practice Maynard, which creates
wayfinding, products and environments
for clients in the transport and public realm
sectors. maynard-design.com

Pete Jennings is a director of
Piercy&Company, an architecture studio
known for carefully crafted contemporary
residential, commercial and civic projects
in sensitive historic environments.
piercyandco.com

Conran and Partners is a collaborative
design studio working across architecture
and interior design. Tim is leading on a
number of strategic projects, including
the refurbishment and adaptive reuse of
Centre Point Tower. conranandpartners.com

With up to 10 judges for each of the hotly
contested categories, these placings are then
scored and added together to confirm the
shortlist, and the ultimate winner.
Many thanks to all our judges, who gave

Studiofibre is an accomplished ‘designermaker’. It creates beautifully branded,
hand-crafted experiential retail concepts
and workspaces that enhance commercial
success for its leading, global, luxurybrand clients. studiofibre.com

Working across all sectors and internationally,
the practice designs clear, beautifully
crafted and sustainable buildings to
complex briefs. Laura has a particular
interest in natural materials and colour
in architecture. edwardwilliamsarchitects.com

Sarah is a director of Bisset Adams, an
innovative architecture practice with a
broad portfolio including public library
design, higher education, automotive
retailing, workplace and listed buildings.
bissetadams.co.uk

THA has an international portfolio of work
in both the public and private spheres.
Exquisite detailing using fine natural
materials and the masterly use of space
and light underpin the practice’s design
approach. timothyhatton.co.uk

up so much of their valuable time and
brought their expertise and enthusiasm to
the process. Sincere thanks also to Cherrill
Scheer, who has acted in an advisory capacity
as unofficial chair of the judges.

Bar or Restaurant
Winner

Fucina Restaurant
by Andy Martin Architecture
Fucina is a refuge from the hustle and bustle of London life. AMA was challenged
to create an environment that reflected the statement: ‘Organic produce,
sustainably sourced and prepared honestly using Italian artisanal techniques’;
its response was to produce a faithful portrait of Italian taste, with a contemporary
representation of elements that reflect Italian culture.
Details include a unique, handmade antico mattone ceiling, a floor-to-ceiling
steel-framed screen with handmade coloured-glass infill panels and wax candle wall
lights, and flooring of hand-laid marble chips set into traditional terrazzo cemento
borders, reminiscent of Carlo Scarpa’s Olivetti building.
Other uses of materials reinforce the organic nature of the restaurant with
handmade brick, forest-wood, marble and burned steel panelling details. Even the
smaller scale elements such as the furniture are riddled with knots in the timber
frames and large tabletops rest on shaped tree branches.
fucina.co.uk

The judges said...

Nick Rochowski

‘Perfectly executed and detailed. The star of this restaurant is the handmade antico
mattone ceiling. The use of the rustic against contemporary materials provides a
strong focal point within the spaces without being pastiche. The coloured glass along
the street frontage creates an interesting silhouette with light behind the panels –
open and airy yet elements of intimacy work with the space in making it an enjoyable
dining experience’

Sponsored by

Eneko at
One Aldwych
by Casson Mann
‘The space appears to
sculpt the component
parts out of the shell
and core. Interesting
choice of materials
and dialogue’

Extension by Banty
Interior Design
Enterprise
‘Beautifully balanced
architectural
structure, cleverly
composed. I would
love hanging out
here!’

Pinji, Diaoyutai Hotel
Hangzhou, China by
CCD/Cheng Chung
Design Hong Kong &
Shenzhen Asiantime
International
Construction
‘Luxury design at
its best’

Bellavista Del Jardin
Del Norte Restaurant
by El Equipo Creativo
‘Fabulous attention
to detail and well
executed with unique
lighting design; you
are drawn in and
want to see more’

Bamboo’s Eatery
by Minggu Design
‘Beautiful textures
and consistent use
of materials with the
bamboo – used
externally as well as
internally, in a variety
of ways. Lovely!’

Copper by
PTANG Studio
‘This is real elegant
drama. Very clever
design and the use
of copper and
lighting feels very
true to the product’

Basalt by
Rapt Studios
‘Beautiful mix of
timber, concrete
and simple ceramics
makes an inviting
and harmonious
environment’

TAO Los Angeles
by Rockwell Group
‘I love this! It has
humour as well as
beauty. It is bold and
quirky but without
being OTT – it is
really well balanced’

Nobu Downtown
by Rockwell Group
‘Sensitive and
delightful insertion
into a historic
building. New dining
experience under a
origami-like sculpted
timber canopy’

Bikini by Travis
Walton Architecture
‘Showbiz glamour,
but maintaining a
sense of maturity all
the while. Love the
textures, and
subtlety of colour’

Union Atelier

Sean Fennessy

Eric Laignel

Warren Jagger

Laure Joliet

CHEN KANG

Xiaowen Jin

Adria Goula

Hufton+Crow

Chuan-Chieh Tseng

Finalists & judges’ comments

RL by Union Atelier
‘Simple concept –
flawlessly executed.
Love the vibe
created here by
the high contrast.
It feels refreshing,
different and unique’

Public Space Scheme
Winner

Basecamp
by Gensler
Gensler’s new European headquarters in Wapping, London is set over three floors
and across two buildings. The office centres around a space called Basecamp –
a place to gather – for employees, creatives, locals and for the general public.
Offering opportunities for co-working, exhibitions, events and pop-up spaces,
it provides an adaptive environment for creatives. Reconfigurable to accommodate
differing functions, it’s a space to showcase work, to collaborate, to host, to
celebrate and to bring people together.
Basecamp is not a final design but a prototype. It’s a transitory space, which
presents a ‘test-bed’ to trial new ways of working, encouraging people to
experiment and identify interventions to incorporate into the permanent space.
The space is shaped around the analogy of a camp from which mountaineering
expeditions set out, where mountaineers acclimatise ahead of their climb – similarly
the space allows employees to adjust to the area before moving to their final home.
By incorporating movable walls and eliminating physical barriers, employees can
reconfigure the area to meet their needs.

The judges said...

‘An innovative take on the zeitgeist revolving around the co-working environment. The
concept of bringing together Gensler employees, makers, creatives, and the general
public not only provides the opportunity for the public to gather but also opportunities
to enrich the local economy where it sits, and all this delivered on a tight budget’

Gensler

Sponsored by

Back to wonderful time
by 9 studio design group
‘Interesting and effective integration of
two styles’

Child’s Happy Tree
by BDT International Design Company
‘A sweet and well-crafted environment for the
people of the future. The wishing holes must
offer delight for the children that use them’

The Movement, Greenwich
by HLM
A shining example of the enriching benefits
achieved through true public engagement
during the design process’

Bridge Community Church
by Igloo Interiors
‘A well-considered design response that
engenders the spirit of the church
community and its history’

Make Architects

Kai Shi

Chi-Kwang Lu

Adam Coupe Photography
and Rosie Trudgen

Finalists & judges’ comments

ORIGAMI-SPACE DEFINITION
by Kris Lin International Design
‘A folded sky piece unifies disparity below.
An opulent environment, beautifully crafted
to create a public space that provides interest’

Harrods Grand Entrance Hall
by Make Architects
An exquisite example of craftsman and
creative coming together to create an
exceptional piece of bespoke design’

Lighting Product
Winner

USM Haller E
by USM
USM Haller E, an innovation from USM modular furniture, integrates light and
energy into the structure of furniture wirelessly. Dimmable lighting elements can
be retracted into metal rods to serve a variety of purposes: they can light shelves
and displays from the inside or cover a room wall with a choice of light. USB
chargers can be plugged into pre-defined recesses – integrated into rods and
barely visible.
The power supply is revolutionary. There are no cables. The structure guides the
current through the specifically developed e-pipes, e-balls and e-connectors, which
replace traditional components. The furniture connects to the power supply at any
point near the ground through a feed cable leading directly to a USM Haller e-ball.
The power adapter is beneath the furniture; cables and outlets are not visible.
Seven years of development went into USM Haller E and a fundamental principle
of the USM Haller furniture system is its modular construction; since cords are not
required, Haller E can be exchanged and combined with uncompromised flexibility.
Since its inception in the Sixties USM Haller has advanced to the status of
a design classic; Haller E has introduced innovative technology while the timeproven design remains constant.

The judges said...

‘Excellent use of miniature light sources to create a completely flexible display
system. Not strictly speaking a luminaire but a good example of the increased
integration of light sources into architectural and display elements’

Sponsored by

MIKE GARTEN

Finalists & judges’ comments

Fenestra by Flos Outdoor
‘Compact product with good performance
and low glare. A lovely and technically
accomplished product’

RISE by ECOSENSE
Excellent product performance across the
family of RISE F080 products. It has a range
of innovations to make it a versatile
and complete system’

Modular Lighting Instruments by Qbini
‘Extremely flexible system allowing multiple
combinations of performance, optical control
and aesthetic within the same product.’

Rich Brilliant Willing + Meyer Davis Lighting
Collection by Meyer Davis
‘Simple but elegant designs to work indoors
and out. Great added flexibility to show how
a pendant installation can become flexible’

Rivo Forty by TM Lighting
‘Flexible optics, lenses and filters within
a compact product’

Public Sector
Winner

This uplifting, human-scale and efficient 14-storey Cancer Centre consolidates 13
geographically dispersed units into one London location.
Stakeholder engagement resulted in radiotherapy suites being sited above ground
– the first hospital in Europe to do so. This improves the user experience with naturally lit
and ventilated waiting areas and access to balconies. Another innovation is the ‘Village’
model concept – several stacked villages, each with its own distinct visual identity,
relate to a specific patient need or clinical function. Public spaces are well-proportioned
and naturally lit with access to biophilic landscaped terraces and external views, while
hi-tech clinical spaces are softened with integrated art to reduce anxiety in patients.
The internal finishes’ palette references the industrial vernacular of London Bridge:
exposed ducts with integrated lights create a modern, non-institutional aesthetic.
Colours are calm and neutral, while Gitta Shwiensteiger’s bespoke seating, Mariele
Neudecker’s Hanging Gardens lift installations and Karen Marten’s pixelated
mountains graphics all enhance the space.

The judges said...

‘The designers have introduced non-institutional spaces with natural finishes and
soft graphics to create a welcoming environment. Beautifully detailed interiors with
inventive additions from the artists’

Sponsored by

“Morley von Sternberg”, “Ron Bambridge and FutureCity”

New Cancer Centre
at Guys Hospital
by Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners
and Stantec Architecture

The London Animal
Hospital by alma-nac
‘Ingenious design to
create a light, airy,
professional and
welcoming space on a
very tight budget. Fun use
of plywood and colour’

The Tango of Life by
CHAINS interior
‘A great sense of flow is
created in the layout,
from patient consultation
through to procedures’

Thailand Creative and
Design Center by
Department of
ARCHITECTURE
‘Light and airy space with
shelving and lighting
creating intriguing texture
in a very interesting space’

Jesus College
West Court by
Eve Waldron Design
‘Nicely detailed interiors
that work very coherently
with the new building’

Brookfield Institute,
iBoost and School of
Performance by
Gow Hastings Architects
‘Innovative environment
to inspire learners and
facilitate interaction and
collaborative working’

Shirley Ryan AbilityLab
by HDR • Gensler • Clive
Wilkinson Architects •
EGG Office
‘Fresh and bold interiors
make the most of light
to act positively on
occupants’

Bridge Community
Church by Igloo Interiors
‘A design full of
resonance and
significance in every
detail, appropriate to the
experiential and personal
message of the church’

Ms. Michelle Young /
Ms. Amy Piddington

Adam Coupe Photography
and Rosie Trudgen

Michael Moran

Tom Arban

W Workspace

Shou-Shan,Lai

Jack Hobhouse

Finalists & judges’ comments

NUBO by
PAL Design Group
‘Lovely light and
welcoming design.
An ingenious set of
welcoming spaces for
children. Fun, light and
inventive’

Global Academy UTC by
Surface to Air Architects
‘An inspiring space that
reflects both the brand
and the heritage of the
siteI. Impressive use
of prefabrication.

Floor Covering
Winner

Marmoleum Cocoa
by Forbo Flooring Systems
Marmoleum Cocoa is part of the Marmoleum Solid range, a contemporary new
linoleum collection by Forbo Flooring Systems.
Authentic in nature, its five individual ranges provide the foundation for creating
pure, distinctive and modern spaces. Building on its exemplary natural ethos,
Marmoleum remains a sustainable, resilient, flooring product: with the introduction of
the new Cocoa range Forbo continues in its efforts to reduce and improve recycling.
Created from 97 per cent natural raw materials, including linseed oil and wood flour,
72 per cent of which are rapidly renewable, and with a 43 per cent recycled content,
Marmoleum already achieves a natural high performance. The introduction of the
Marmoleum Cocoa range goes one step further, however, by adding a seventh natural
ingredient – upcycled cocoa shells from a Dutch chocolate producer.

The judges said...

‘Great story, staying true to its environmental heritage to produce a floor whose
aesthetic relates to the new raw material – cocoa shells’

Sponsored by

Amtico Décor
by Amtico
‘Simple, classic idea.
These ideas are often
overlooked in the
rush for innovation
but this will become
a hero design for
anyone who ‘gets it’’

Aspecta 10
by Chroma Global
Flooring Solutions
‘This technical
vinyl floor tile ticks
performance boxes
and has been well
considered at
every level’

Freestile by Chroma
Global Flooring
Solutions
‘The Freestile
carpets expand
the options with
an interesting
series of varied
floor coverings’

Hospitality
Collection by
Crucial Trading
‘At last something
to bring interest
and quality to the
commercial market.
good range of
textures and colours’

Desso&Ex Concrete
by DESSO
‘A carpet that takes
inspiration from
concrete to create
its colour variation.
Very interesting’

Taralay Impression
& Uni by Gerflor
‘Some geometric
patterns, and solid
colours are fresh
and interesting’

Eco Collection
by ITC Natural
Luxury Flooring
‘Good quality,
sustainable natural
wool, neutral tones,
craftsmanship...from
the centre of carpet
weaving in India’

Kährs Lux Collection
by Kährs
‘Simplicity is a great
strength. I love the
newly sawn bare
boards and ultra
matt finish timber
– no mean feat’

Colour
Compositions
by Milliken
‘Workable and
interesting design
concept’

Impress
by Moduleo
‘Some good
marketable designs
and realistic
embossing makes it
a strong contender
for the use of
man-made materials’

noraplan Lona
by nora systems
‘Good commercial
rubber-flooring
range that brings
quality, colour
and texture’

Tarkett

nora systems

Kahrs

Crucial Trading

Aspecta

Object Carpet

Finalists & judges’ comments

iD Mixonomi –
The Art of Mixing
by Tarkett
‘A creative idea
making the most of
vinyl. Flexible and
adaptable to various
playful designs and
configurations’

Mixed-Use Development
Winner

LAI Yard
by Minggu Design
In the south of Nanjing, China, a historic and listed property has been restored.
LAI Yard is named after Lai, meaning it is from far to here, from traditional to
contemporary. Here modern architecture meets the traditional courtyard. The
original design intention was to superimpose a disorganised order; it could provide
space for meditation, or a schoolroom.
To the north of the original house, two-pseudo architectures have been built
to create three enclosed courtyards where trees and buildings interweave.
The meditation area hangs over the base surface of the house, and interacts with
the courtyard. Original columns and transparent material form an enclosed space.
The facade faces the courtyard and merges into the Chinese-garden style scenery.
Two rooms, on left and right, contrast with the master room in the middle. Details
include contrary elements, such as the old and the new, interior and exterior, light
and dark, conventional and contemporary, and they become harmonious.
By blocking incoming light in the original building, the architect leaves only the
south-east side to allow daylight penetration. The vague light becomes tangible and
visible through internal and external roof structures and construction. Light and
shade change angles from morning to evening, creating atmosphere.

The judges said...

‘The overall design of the space to include internal courtyards and mixing the old
with the new is particularly strong with this concept. The views the spaces create
have a symmetry and simplicity that belies their complexity. A very beautiful and
sensitively executed insertion of a contemporary space into an existing historic shell’

Xianwen Jin

Sponsored by

Soho Wharf, Clink Street
by 8Build and Spparc
Architecture
‘A simple and wellexecuted conversion 		
that creates appealing
working and living
spaces’

Sales Center of Longfor
Emerald Mansion 		
by G-Art Desoign
International Interior
Architecture
‘This is plush but confident
and unified with a singular
tone running through’

Black Bull Yard by
gpad London
‘A very clever use of
space creating new uses
from a Victorian building
and adding value by
integrating different uses.
Modern and slick’

Shenzhen Icarbonx
Lecture Hall by
HCD Impression
‘A dramatic and intriguing
set of spaces. New
interventions work within
spirit of building’

Kunming Royal Villa
Academy by
HCD Impression
‘This concept is
surprising and delightful,
from the startling block
colours to the cathedral
like-space’

The Revival Place
by Purity Building
Interior Design
‘A great refurbishment.
Additional windows and
open space provide
an airy feel with
enormous flexibility’

The Mailbox,
Birmingham by
Stanton Williams
‘An elegant reinvention
of a utilitarian building.
A visually striking
refurbishment of
a mall space’

Chapter Kings Cross by
Tigg + Coll Architects
It conjures up a club
environment. Boldly
stripped back to original
spirit. Layering gives
richness. Refreshingly
non-student’

NIKE

Andy Matthews Photography

Jack Hobhouse / Hufton+Crow

KAYING PHOTO STUDIO

Yan Ming

Yan Ming

Boultbee Brooks Real Estate

Zhang Qilin

Mark Walsh Photography

Finalists & judges’ comments

Space of Consonance by
Tongyu Space Design
‘Seductive series of
spaces with what appear
to be high-quality details’

Retail Space
Winner

Warehouse, Argyll Street
by Checkland Kindleysides
with Alasdhair Willis
In a project led by a new design team that includes design director Emma Cook and
brand consultant Alasdhair Willis, a refreshed aesthetic signals a change in direction
for the 40-year-old high street chain Warehouse.
The store is designed to feel like a continuation of the street, as though you are
walking between buildings that open up to the bright sky. A blend of physical and
digital touchpoints bring to life this unique concept, showcased on narrow
lightboxes that light up the ceiling. A flock of digital birds move around from the
front to the back of the store, encouraging the customer to follow them and
transition around the space.
Roller shutters and polycarbonate sheets line the walls of the store and
enchance the metropolitan vibe, while bright accent colours, including yellow street
markings, reinforce the sensation of walking between high-rise buildings in the city.
Between the two floors a digital wall creates an immersive atmosphere –
showcasing content ranging from social media, runway footage and brand
campaigns. Forming a main focal point, the wall elevates the retail experience;
blending it with the online world to drive a deeper connection with the brand.

The judges said...

‘Subtle and highly effective design to deliver the experience of city dwelling, aiming
at a new ‘city woman’ market. Great use of digital along with inert solid materials.
A great classic retail design benchmark that shows why physical fashion retail stores,
when done right, can still be streets ahead of online shopping’

Sponsored by

adidas NYC by
Adidas AG with
Gensler NY &
Checkland
Kindleysides
‘The last word in
presenting sport on
an urban landscape.
Great concept’

Lamb’s Conduit
Street by Benedetti
Architects
‘Graceful
interpretation
of tailoring’

Vape Superstore by
Catherine White
Interiors
‘Simple, warm and
chic. A really simple
“analogue” approach
to contrast with “tech”‘

Pinkah New
Products
Exhibition Hall
by Daosheng
Design Co
‘Very sculptural.
Beautiful texture /
fluidity’

Urban Revivo Art
by Domani
Architectural
Concepts
‘Clear. Beautiful.’

Presented By | Crep
Protect - London
Store by Extenal
Reference
Architects & Andrea
Cincotta Architect
‘Concrete, display
installations and
dramatic lighting
focus on the product’

Penguin Shop by
figure3 Interior
Design
‘Smart design
addresses the target
‘super-fan’ and puts
the retail process
at the centre of
the concept’

Cadillac House
by Gensler
‘Stylish and smart
spatial design
brings new relevance
to an iconic brand
and blends physical
with digital’

V&A Exhibition
Road Shop by Mark
Pinney Associates
‘A system design
that is simple and
effective. Pleasing
concept. Striking
and demountable
display installation’

New York Sweets
by Minas Kosmidis
(Architecture in
Concept)
‘One of the most
beautiful jewellery
shops I have seen
(even though it sells
cakes!)’

Ralf Strathmann

Studio VD (Vandinoudis Dimitriou)

Ellie Pinney Photography

Garrett Rowland, Eric Laignel,
courtesy of Gensler

Steve Tsai

Carmelo Zappulla

DAOSHENG DESIGN

Traffic Jam Studio

Stale Eriksen

© Dirk Tacke, courtesy
of adidas

Finalists & judges’ comments

Best Friends Animal
Society Pet Adoption
Centre by RA-DA
‘Unexpectedly
beautiful, clever and
lovable space to help
fulfil a purpose and
enhance lives – human
and otherwise’

Public, Leisure or
Office Furniture
Winner

Edge
by PearsonLloyd for modus
Edge has a soft, almost domestic, sensibility that makes it perfect for major
corporations or small start-ups alike and allows it to be used in any number of ways.
The collection, created by one of the UK’s leading design studios, PearsonLloyd, was
initially launched in 2015 as a table, based around a specially engineered (but almost
invisible) cast-aluminium knuckle that formed its corner joints and allowed it to
either stand alone or be connected indefinitely, creating a system of workbenches
or high-density desking.
The range has been expanded with new pieces, including upholstered seating,
credenzas, integrated storage and a spine system, all of which contain the essential
simplicity and elegance of the original design. Edge’s flexibility means the collection
can be specified to create areas of seclusion for focused work, breakout zones
aimed at small teams, or communal areas where ideas can be exchanged.
Innovative, refined and infinitely adaptable.

The judges said...

‘A refreshing challenge and departure from the numerous corporate sterile systems,
well-positioned between commercial and domestic style, with elegant detailing and
choice of materials.
The story behind the range is very engaging: gather, focus, share, think.
As usual with PL design work there is a rational, understated yet elegant resolution
to the range.
‘Extensive product range gives great flexibility. Good to see that acoustics have
been addressed – a common problem in open-plan offices with hard finishes.
The units can create a variety of fine-looking solutions for informal areas’

Sponsored by

Vitra

Annabel Elston (c) Isomi

Finalists & judges’ comments

muvman by aeris
‘A stable and heightadjustable perch that
encourages movement
and alternating between
standing and sitting.
Supports healthy
standing postures’

Vitra, Pacific Chair
by Barber & Osgerby
for Vitra
‘Stylish, timeless design.
A technical chair but it
doesn’t look it. Colour
palette will bring interest
to the office environment’

ATOM by Boss Design
An extensive and
impressive family of
adaptable products,
particularly the
curvaceous seating
system, with its clean
and flowing form’

Brera25 (Product Design
Consulting by Gensler)
by IOC International
Office Concept
‘Well-designed modular
executive workstations.
High-quality materials
give a premium feel’

ELODIE by Gaber
‘Light, fresh with a sense
of fun and simplicity
about them, these chairs
offer an unique approach
to acoustic absorption
within the office
environment’

Valencia by
Morgan Studio
‘A simple yet elegant
product that offers
flexibility and modularity
in a variety of interesting
arrangements without the
traditionally boxy feel’

Isomi in Metal by Paul
Crofts Studio for Isomi
‘The use of materials in
this modular system mark
it out as interesting. The
modernist in me likes it’

Outline Table by Paul
Crofts Studio for Isomi
‘Great use of materials;
flowing lines. The table has
an architectural presence
and scale with unique
detailing complementing
the core material’

ThinkingQuietly
Workstation by
ThinkingWorks with
Jones + Partners
‘ A stylish sound-absorption
system. Replicates
beautifully the solid oak
and style of the Diva desk’

Hotel
Winner

At Six Hotel
by Universal Design Studio
The At Six Hotel combines art, brutalism and luxury to form a contemporary version
of a metropolitan grand hotel. The design humanises the architecture, bringing
a sense of desirability and luxury to the brutalist building.
Scandinavian designers complement the contemporary and classic furniture
with commissioned pieces. Custom lighting by Rubn, sculptural, hand-blown vessels
by glassmaker Carina Seth Anderson, a local saddle maker wrapping the handrail
of the grand white granite lobby staircase in leather and artist Lies-Marie Hoffman
carving a communal table from a single elm trunk from Stockholm, all lending their
unique artistry.
Ten floors of accommodation reflect traditional and contemporary luxury
elements with, for example, a wardrobe to house a Nobel-prize ceremony
gala dress. The rooms provide contemporary luxury residential space; warm greys
and textured natural materials contrast with soft furnishings, and classic furniture
editions present a theme of juxtaposition throughout, with materials designed
to wear-in and not wear out.
Rooms become lighter and darker leading up to the new extension and beyond
the rooftops of neighbouring buildings. Light against dark, fineness against mass, all
referencing the light and tone of Stockholm.

‘Coherent refurbishment of this brutalist building adds a little warmth and character.
Very confident engagement with brutalist context, but balances to feel luxurious and
craft. A very elegant design’

Sponsored by

Andrew Meredith/Andy Liffner

The judges said...

Principal Manchester
by 3DReid and
Michaelis Boyd
‘Great work on a
listed building’

Gran Hotel Montesol
Ibiza, Curio Collection by
Hilton by Grupo Avintia /
Avintia Hoteles
‘Bright and fresh with
plenty of curated layers.
Full of charm’

citizenM Tower of
London by Sheppard
Robinson and Concrete
‘Keeps on doing
great things’

BBK35 by Laboratory for
Diverse Status
‘A wonderful take on
traditional design.
Amazing in every way. A
strong sense of historical
context and layering
without pastiche’

Lympstone Manor
by Meraki Design
‘Coherent refurbishment
of this manor house in
old-fashioned rich, warm
style to give a luxury feel’

Crystal Orange Hotel
by Minggu Design
‘Fresh, welcoming,
hotel entrance’

EMC2 by
Rockwell Group
‘Layered and witty’

Hotel Mono by
Spacedge Designs
‘A strong identity for this
refurbished building. Very
bold and confident. Very
graphic with a few details
(light fittings) creating a
conceptual thread’

Aaron Pocock and Ralf Tooten

Suisicong

Hotel Mono

Michael Kleinberg and
Nick Fochtman

Xianwen Jin

Mark Ashbee and Havwoods

Tim Winter

Richard Powers, richardpowersphoto.com

Finalists & judges’ comments

Ji Space by Vermilion
Zhou Design Group
‘Simple, straightforward,
elegant, fresh design.
Elegant and beautifully
designed furniture. Calm
and playful without trying
too hard’

St Regis Vommuli Island,
Maldives by WOW
Architects | Warner
Wong Design
‘The curved whale
building and bar are
very creative’

Surfaces
Winner

Freestile
by Chroma Global Flooring Solutions
Freestile is a new concept in carpet design, created by taking a 2m x 2m large-scale
design template and cutting it into 16 traditional carpet modules. The modules are
installed at random intervals to create a continuous design transition that cleverly
adapts from the original and is interchangeable.
Freestyle is available in 16 styles, each with four colour tones producing a palette
of 64 options. The high colour intensity is achieved by a unique printing process
impregnated into a newly developed, high-tech, woven yarn construction.
Rug formats and customised designs are also produced.

The judges said...

Object Carpet

‘Nice simple concept – functional result’

Sponsored by

Kai Shi

Finalists & judges’ comments

Desert AirMaster by DESSO
‘Appears to address a human issue
with innovative technology’

Global Change by Interface
‘A sophisticated interpretation of
biophilic design with thought given to
transitioning from one surface to another’

SKYNET by Kris Lin International
‘Beautiful surface design and being familiar
with the Bund suits the environment.
I was excited to see some ceiling sculpture
(3D lattice) in here’

Patternistas for Rug Couture by Patternistas
‘Refreshing, original, ethical and beautiful’

Formica Infiniti by Formica Group
‘The new anti-fingerprint and anti-marking
surface adds value’

Workspace Environment
Small (under 40,000 sq ft)
Winner

Fender HQ
by Rapt Studio
Transforming music worldwide, and a cultural icon, Fender partnered with Rapt
Studio to create a new office along Los Angeles’ Sunset Boulevard. Built to
engage professionals and music enthusiasts alike, Fender’s new home reflects
the company’s commitment to redefining the experience of music.
Surrounded by celebrated music icons such as the Fonda Theatre and
Amoeba Records, Fender’s new office at Columbia Square embraces the vibrant
music scene of LA by placing instruments close at hand for employees and visitors
alike. As a bold presence in Hollywood, the office fuses with the city’s creative
energy to engage future generations of musicians.
Home to executive, creative, marketing and digital teams, the office comprises
two unique spaces: two floors of a mid-rise office building and an adjacent
800 sq m structure called the Bungalow. The ground-level reception area welcomes
the public in to explore a large installation and feature wall. Throughout both
spaces, large windows allow views into the design zones and music lounges.
The design was influenced by the sleek contours, niche colours, and finely
tuned hardware of Fender guitars – while still taking into account the workflow
and product development process unique to Fender.

The judges said...

‘A fantastic, engaging space that definitely supports and reflects the creative nature
of the business, housing, unique solutions, details and material that harmonise with
the quality and detail of Fender instruments.
Refreshingly cool and a good representation of the client’s DNA. Masses of space and
great graphics. Wow!

Eric Laignel

Sponsored by

Atrium London by
Barr Gazetas
‘A real people space,
an exciting mix
of activities and
solutions that meld
to create a vibrant,
stimulating and
creative community’

TOPOSITION
Construction Office
by Chain10
Architecture &
Interior Design
Institute
‘Meticulously
considered design’

AccuraGen
Institution Office
by Docee Team
‘A dramatic and
visionary approach
to refurbishing and
repurposing a tiered
Eighties’ building.
Beautiful entrance’

Hyundai Capital UK
by Gensler
‘The “sophisticated
industrial” aesthetic
actively encourages
the occupants to
“hack” the space to
suit their
requirements’

Office 07 by
i29 interior
architects
‘Love the simplicity
and calmness of the
interior space, using
a colour palette
from nature’

Typeform by
Lagranja Design
‘“Happinessgenerator plants’ in
the space unites it
while allowing other
spaces to coexist.
This is fun, colourful
and on brand’

Bloomberg
by LSM
‘Generous space
that feels refined
and elegant. A sense
of openness through
the vast amounts of
glass yet there’s a still
quiet and seriousness‘

Deskopolitan,
Château d’Eau,
Paris by
MoreySmith
‘The originality of
visual aesthetic
creates a surprising
disconnect behind
the heritage facade’

CardConnect by
Rapt Studio
‘Cool booth/
alternative meeting
and work areas.
Nicely executed
sequence of spaces
that feel like they
flow together’

Eric Laignel

Eric Laignel

Frédéric Baron-Morin

Hedrich Blessing,
Mark Andre

Albert Font

Ewout Huibers

Nacasa & Partners

Philip Vile

Alek Vatagin, Kuo-Min Lee

Finalists & judges’ comments

Rapt Studio San
Francisco by
Rapt Studio
‘Refreshingly simple
approach and
elegant use of
materials, form,
light and colour’

Dr Martens, HQ by
SpaceInvader
‘A space the exudes
the values of Dr
Martens through
every touchpoint’

Workspace Environment
Large (over 40,000 sq ft)
Winner

Thailand Creative and 			
Design Center
by Department of Architecture
The Thailand Creative and Design Center (TCDC) is a government agency with
a mission to inspire creative thinking in the society and to propel the country’s
creative economy. It provides a range of resources and services. The main
components are a design library, material library and co-working space.
TCDC is now settled into a new environment in the historical Grand Postal
Building. The design of the space is intended to link the new with the old, and
to address TCDC’s mission to be the country’s creative incubator.
The resource centre is not set up as a series of traditional silent libraries; a large
portion of the space aims to encourage interaction and dialogue in a co-working or
cafe-style setting. The openness and the flow of the space helps to bring people
together and encourage spontaneous conversations. Spaces are flexible with
movable furniture and adjustable systems. Exhibition nodes are integrated into all
spaces; new ideas are always in reach and inspirational.
Within the historical building, architectural features from the Thirties contrast
with the present-day transformations, and contained within are books, magazines,
material samples, digital media, and exhibitions – all with the intention to inspire.

The judges said...

‘Elegant and inspiring design that puts ‘Knowledge’ at the heart of the space’

W Workspace

Sponsored by

Wimpole Street
by de Metz
Forbes Knight
Architects
‘A warm, calm
and welcoming
environment
with a range of
work spaces ‘

Microsoft
London by
Gensler
‘Seamless
integration of
technology
tools. Feels
vibrant and
dynamic’

YOOX NET-APORTER GROUP
Tech Hub by
Grimshaw
‘Dramatic,
sculptural arrival.
Warm, natural,
elegant. Wellintegrated planting’

Sky Central by
HASSELL, PLP
Architecture,
AL_A, Arup and
Mace.
‘Landmarks,
circulation and
changes in level
creates community’

Shenzhen
iCarbonX Office
by HCD
IMPRESSION
‘A wide variety
of interior
expressions
balance function
and aesthetics’

Veterinary
Hospital and
Centre for
Excellence by
Jonathan Clark
Architects
‘Striking; efficient
use of space on a
constricted site’

WeWork
Weihai Road:
Coworking
Space by
Linehouse
‘Rich and playful
palette without
gimmickry’

The Estee Lauder
Companies, One
Fitzroy, London
by MCM
Architecture
‘A clean, simple
approach to a
corporate office
space’

Unity
Technologies
by Rapt Studio
‘Beautiful
integration of old
and new. Loved
the atrium and
sense of
community’

Ancestry HQ by
Rapt Studio
‘The spaces are
a kaleidoscope
of texture and
individual
expression ’

Jeremy Bittermann

Hufton + Crow /
Nick Hufton

Jeremy Bittermann

Jasper Sanidad

9. Simon Upton/The
Interior Archive

Dirk Weiblen/Jonathan
Leijonhufvud

Hufton + Crow,
Richard Dean

Yan Ming

Mark Cocksedge /
Hufton and Crow

Philip Vile

Jack Hobhouse

Jasper Sanidad

Uber Advanced
Technologies
Group by
Assembly
Design Studio
‘Industrial chic
with a clean,
crisp approach.
Inspirational’

Hufton and Crowe

Finalists & judges’ comments

UBS, 5
Broadgate by
tp bennett
‘A first-class,
future-forward
design on a
grand scale’

Intuit Marine
Way Building by
WRNS • Clive
Wilkinson
Architects
‘The atrium
reflects a heroic
orientation point‘

Lighting Design
Winner

Smythe Library, Tonbridge School
by BDP
The school’s former Smythe Library has been transformed by BDP to fulfil current and
future needs. Spread over four levels, with extensions to the north and south, the sense
of arrival is improved and internal spaces are connected-with adjacent gardens.
High-colour rendering warm-white LEDs with flicker-free dimming replaced
lamps. Ambient lighting is provided by linear diffused fittings centrally placed to
shelving and centred on windows, such that 200Lx ambience was achieved on
vertical shelving with minimal use of lamps.
The central feature arch is illuminated with cool white 4000K to complement
daylight; lamps are powered down when sufficient daylight is achieved. Desk lamps
enable localised light where needed. Lanterns placed centrally to bay windows
create an external-lit effect. Illumination of the glazed staircase to the south is
low-level integration within handrails, lighting the space as an external stair while
avoiding reflection; this technique, also employed for exterior areas, maintains
a low-glare, low-power ambience.
For tech-rich teaching spaces, lighting is flexible and inter-changeable
to facilitate different functions.
The design considers the building’s narrow footprint; the largely glazed
tower to the south facilitates the natural ventilation strategy – the tower acts
as a ventilation stack to draw air through and reduce overheating.

The judges said...

Hufton & Crow

‘Very well executed scheme with good use of low-level and integral lighting
throughout as well as consideration of the balance between daylight and artificial
light. The lighting brings new energy to an academic backdrop’

Sponsored by

Eurostar Business
Premier Lounge by
Cinimod Studio
‘Subtle and flattering
to all who visit. The
LED chandelier is a
Tour de France.’

Level Kids by
DPA Lighting
Consultants
‘A vibrant and
visually stimulating
environment that
provides a great
retail experience.
Great use of colour’

New-York Historical
Society, Tiffany
Gallery by DPA
Lighting Consultants
‘Perfectly and
precisely controlled
lighting produces
a stunning effect. A
heavenly stairwell’

Hyundai Capital
Convention Hall
by Gensler
‘Beautifully
integrated
illumination,
with lighting and
architecture in
perfect harmony’

Saarpolygon by
Lichtvision Design
‘A wonderful display
of light as sculpture’

Old Street by
Lighting Design
International
‘The lighting product
and containment
itself has a carefully
chosen aesthetic
that works very well
within the space’

Sunset Walk, Centre
MK by Lighting
Design International
‘Has a strong visual
presence. Stunning
entrance space with
a strong feature
running into the
centre’

Wonderlab,
Science Museum,
London by Michael
Grubb Studio
‘Wonderful light you
can play with’

Aura by
Moment Factory
‘Light as music –
a textural delight’

Maurizio Marcato, PA Images

Jack Hobhouse

Moment Factory

Science Museum

Andrew Beasley

Andrew Beasley

Jan SIEFKE; Tom Gundelwein

Nacasa & Partners

Corrado Serra

Jack Hobhouse

dpa Lighting Consultants

Finalists & judges’ comments

Wellness Clinic,
Harrods by Nulty
‘Clean, fresh but not
overly clinical lit
effect works really
well within the
space. The lighting
creates a high level
of visual interest’

La Nuvola (the
Cloud), EUR
Congressi, Rome
by Speirs + Major
‘A technically very
demanding brief
that has been met
with imagination,
precision and flair’

Museum or
Exhibition Space
Winner

TIRPITZ
by Tinker Imagineers
TIRPITZ transforms and expands a Second World War bunker into a museum
complex on the west coast of Denmark, designed by Bjarke Ingels Group
(architecture) and Tinker imagineers (exhibition design).
A central courtyard leads to underground galleries and then into the historic
bunker, which grounds the tale of an impressive war machine; there’s a gallery that
transforms into a 4D theatre every hour, and the audio-visual theatre takes visitors
on a journey through time and space.
Visitors enter concrete bunkers and encounter the personal spaces and stories
of the Danes and Germans who worked and lived around the Atlantikwall. The
museum incorporates changing colours, sounds and temperatures to create playful
exhibitions and a world-class attraction that serves as a gateway to the remarkable
landscape of the region.

The judges said...

Mike Bink Photography

‘Weaving an intriguing set of experiences into the raw concrete spaces that reference
their military history without becoming overly oppresive makes for a design that I can
see children thoroughly enjoying. The strength of the Tinker design and concept is
more than a match for the power of its architectural and landscape setting’

Sponsored by

National Army Museum by BDP
‘Well-thought-out approach to
presenting the history of the
British Army; looks engaging
and easy to navigate’

La Cité du Vin Permanent
Exhibition by Casson Mann
‘Accessible, fun and clever
exhibition design of a subject
usually associated with experts’

Victoria Harbor Temporary
Reception Center by
Daosheng Design
‘Striking use of shape
and materials’

Lino Tagliapietra Glass Studio
by Graham Baba Architects
‘Simple but effective gallery
space whose lighting shows off
the glassware to great effect’

Digital Ornithology by
Jason Bruges Studio
‘An elegant combination of
digital and physical experience
with a lightness of touch’

Yaokai Anluan Court and
Exhibiton Center by
Panshine Interior Design
‘Medium and message is strongly
architectural’

Lorenza Mercuri

You hongxiang, Tan Bing

James Medcraft

Benjamin Benschneider

Paul Raftery, Nick Caville

Nick Guttridge and ANAKA

Finalists & judges’ comments

Meet You At The Watercooler
by Studio O+A
‘Immediately engaging,
wonderfully witty’

Leisure or
Entertainment Venue
Winner

Storyhouse, Chester
by Bennetts Associates
Chester’s Grade 2 listed Odeon cinema closed in 2007 and remained so until the
recent transformation into Storyhouse’. The building now integrates theatres,
cinema and a city library, revitalising the city’s cultural life with a single building.
Bennetts Associates created an extension for the theatre and studio. The original
Odeon houses a library and cinema, and art deco plasterwork was reimagined to
create a dynamic new foyer and cafe-bar at the heart of Storyhouse. Steel stairs are
suspended like theatre scenery in the glazed gap between old and new buildings.
Library shelving spreads throughout public areas; a children’s library has its own
storytelling room. Furniture and signage are informal and create a welcoming, lively
atmosphere. The 100-seat cinema is located in a glass-clad box; its curved plan and
seat rows are derived from the original Odeon geometry. The 500-seat thrust-stage
theatre space – defined by exposed steel and plywood – converts into an 800-seat
end-stage format.
The name Storyhouse deliberately reflects the trend for libraries to provide
spaces where drama, film and literature combine. The tagline ‘This house is your
house, what are you going to do with it?’ hints at the importance of community.
The team justified alterations to this historic building in order to sustain future
use; a bold set of proposals emerged for the Odeon that turned the challenges
posed by the Storyhouse brief into compelling architectural opportunities.

‘An incredible refurbishment of a heritage building together with a sympathetic
extension. This development has reimagined community space in a vibrant and
exciting design. Imaginative and creative repurposing of a striking landmark building’

Sponsored by

Peter Cook and Mark Carline

The judges said...

Yongqing Square by
Daosheng Design
‘In a compact space, yet
the interior is considered
and detailed with creative
use of a restricted palette
of natural materials. Calm,
relaxing yet refreshing’

TIME BERLIN CLUB
by Domani
‘A beautifully considered,
clean, clinical and crisp
concept. Great use of
simple materials,
textures, natural light 		
and attention to detail’

G Art Club by G-Art
Design International
interior architecture
‘Quirky elements of the
design give this concept
character and a lightness
of touch’

Anfield New Main Stand
by KSS
‘This striking design
marries the heritage
of the club, while
creating new, vibrant,
space fit for the future’

WUHAN INSUN
INTERNATIONAL
CINEPLEX by
One Plus Partnership
‘A dramatic scheme and
a refreshingly unique
approach to designing
a cinema complex. Bold’

Shanghai Omnijoi
International Cinema by
One Plus Partnership
‘The use of the rails in
striking copper against
the dark background is
fantastic. Imaginative,
intriguing, striking’

Physical by
Panorama
‘Invigorating space that
reflects and supports the
space’s physical activities.
Powerful interior language,
reinforced with strong use
of colour, lighting, glass’

Rebel by Studio Munge
‘Fascinating: a modern,
relevant, cool nightclub
that is then able to
transform and change
into event and conference
space. Very clever’

Warren Jagger

Maxime Bocken, Evan Dion, INK
Entertainment, Visual Bass

Ng Siu Fung

JONATHAN LEIJONHUFVUD

JONATHAN LEIJONHUFVUD

Adrian Lambert

Zhang Jing

DAOSHENG DESIGN

Finalists & judges’ comments

Avenue Los Angeles
by Rockwell Group
‘The design of this
restaurant is opulent and
luxurious. Surprising and
delightful. Plenty to feast
the eye on and indulge
the other senses’

Light Shower
by Studio OFF
‘Thoughtful and
naturalistic approach
to reinforce and embed
much-needed moments
of calm’

2017 Product of the Year
Winner

Infra-Structure by
Vincent Van Duysen
by Flos Architectural
The Infra-Structure collection is Vincent Van Duysen’s reinterpretation of a typical
Bauhaus design language. It exposes a tubular structure with an industrial aesthetic,
creating a network of light within the space.
Infra-Structure expresses an architectural composition through its rhythm and
sequences. The wide range of directional LED luminaries and pendants for ambient
lighting offers solutions for multiple applications and contexts.
The collection is composed of a 48V track using the Flos exclusive magnetic
technology for power distribution and flexible luminaries installation. All light
sources are equipped with an on-board dimmer; a mechanical safety lock is set
for the heavier luminaries.
It is surface-mounted as a grid with endless possible combinations by placing
single or multiple parallel modular lines. Infra-Structure installation can also be fitted
with spotlights from the Tracking Magnet system by Flos Architectural.

The judges said...

‘A welcome addition to a suspended track lighting system. We like the ability to
suspend a pendant light as well as the usual spot and linear lights. Delicate primary
framework with discreet fixings make this a very elegant product that would be
suitable for both commercial and residential installations. The image of the cafe
installation shows the system very well. The minimalist tubular grid reflects the
Bauhaus design approach well. Dimming allows users to create various moods’

Sponsored by

Vaia by
Dornbracht
‘Expressive form
makes you imagine
that water is going
to be mixed and
projected from the
spout. Looks
beautifully made’

Keyn Chair Group
by Herman Miller
‘Well researched
and good
application of
materials and
manufacturing
techniques’

CEA

Thomas Popinger

Bene

PIXEL by Bene
‘Honest materials
and simple detailing
make this an ideal
range for equipping
offices for start-ups,
schools and
universities. An
original offering’

James King Photography

Finalists & judges’ comments

Ruckus by KI
‘Innovative seating
solution for the
education sector.
Users can sit in any
orientation on the
seat pad, even
backwards’

Cleanet Riva
by Laufen
‘A true enhancement
in the technological
development of
sanitaryware’

Colour
Compositions
by Milliken
‘Sets a very high
benchmark to reuse
or recycle all
carpet-tile material.
Reduces fatigue for
standing workers‘

Moduleo Impress
by Moduleo
‘A range to suit
commercial and
residential projects,
and with an
embossed finish
to add authenticity’

Valet by David
Rockwell for
Stellar Works by
Rockwell Group
‘Crafted design at
its best’

Up&Down by
studio mk27
‘Beautifully elegant
in its design,
innovative in
its material choice
and all this while
being water
efficient’

Diva by
ThinkingWorks with
Jones + Partners
‘Exceptionally stylish
wooden tables. Very
practical. Amazingly
long tables, with
power and data
cables in the legs’

USM Haller E
by USM
‘A design classic
with a sensitively
integrated lighting
system. No cables,
no obvious
connections:
a delight’

Cage by
Wiesner-Hager
‘Simple, modular
system with enough
material options
to keep specifiers
happy’

UK Project of the Year
Winner

Sky Central
by PLP Architecture, AL_A,
HASSELL, Arup and Mace
PLP Architecture designed the interior architecture and developed the exterior for Sky
Central, a new HQ of 45,000 sq m in three levels. Engineering was delivered by Arup,
and Mace, alongside Sky as main contractor. The concept design and campus
masterplan were by AL_A. Hassell designed the building’s Category B workplace.
Sky’s west London location allowed for a shed-like building typology that helped
deliver Sky’s approach to workspace design – to promote flexible, collaborative,
task-based working. The space divides into a series of multiple, distinct neighbourhoods,
each housing around 200 people, which link via central mezzanines, stairs and ramps.
This connectivity encourages staff to take different routes around the office –
providing space where ideas and people flow and interweave.
The Sky News glazed broadcast studio is cantilevered over the central atrium
so workers and visitors can see what Sky is about. The 100m-long Sky Street runs at
ground floor, connecting entrances, and is lined with workspaces, a 200-seat 4K
cinema, dining spaces, promotional areas, and a supermarket.
Sky Central houses one of Europe’s largest timber roofs and is a unique example
of unconventional (workspace) design, efficient engineering and delivery.

The judges said...

Hufton + Crow

A human-scaled workplace environment has been created while maintaining the
awe-inspiring scale of such a large building. Successful socially and spatially;
detailed with flair and playful clarity. Ecologically exemplary’

Sponsored by

WPP Group, Hamburg Campus
by BDG architecture + design
‘An original style that will stand
the test of time. A clean, elegant
and contemporary classic’

Surrey Fun House by
Clare Gaskin Interiors
‘Detailed and imaginative. Great
execution. A highly detailed and
exquisitely execute play palace’

One Stop Doctors by
Goddard Littlefair
‘Can too much luxury dull
the senses?’

Rubik Sydney by
Jonathan Clark Architects
‘Globalisation rules’

9. Simon Upton/The Interior Archive

Philip Vile

Scott Hawkins

Gareth Gardner

Carsten Brugmann

Nick Smith Photography

Finalists & judges’ comments

MADE.com by gpstudio
‘A well-executed response to a
strong brand. Simple, colourful,
material solutions allow the
products/brand to sit centre stage’

Bush Theatre by
Haworth Tompkins
‘Honest use of materials. Sensitive
and well-detailed, the scheme has
breathed new life into the theatre’

The Estee Lauder Companies
by MCM Architecture
‘Elegant, beautiful. The HQ
building exudes the world
of elegance and beauty’

NewDay by Oktra
‘Contemporary cool decorates
historic shed’

Global Project
Winner

Uber Advanced
Technologies Group
by Assembly Design Studio
Uber opened the Advanced Technologies Group Center in Pittsburgh to research
and develop vehicle safety and autonomous transportation. The ciy’s history of
production technology and machine manufacturing matched Uber’s desire to
build its first self-driving vehicle.
In a renovated 7,500 sq m warehouse Uber envisioned the space as a cathedral to
the values of industry. At the head of the plan’s central nave is the showroom, acting as
a kind of altar to the autonomous car. Everything here is white, from the stadium seating
canted slightly, looking out of a curtain wall at the Allegheny River, to the granite
fireplace. ADS contrasted and complemented the white showroom by warming the
space with colours and materials associated with the city’s industrial era – the worn
Cor-ten steel frames, glass walkways, and natural grain of local hardwoods .
Workstations are equipped with toolboxes, carts, and prototypes. There are
studio spaces, informal areas, conference rooms and a machine shop. ‘We built a
space based on function first,’ says Liz Guerrero, co-founder of Assembly. ‘They’re
builders. We wanted to bring beauty in basic, functional elements by pairing
materials in interesting ways to create a rich experience.’

The judges said...

Jasper Sanidad

‘The quality of materials and the carefully limited palette adeptly elevate the space from
a tech company office to a place for making and experimentation. It’s a workplace
that is both creative and physical, to reflect the nature of the organisation’

Sponsored by

UGG Disney Springs
by Checkland
Kindleysides
‘Great design to
reflect and boost the
brand. Relaxed and
rejuvenating. Light,
engaging and
beautiful’

Dreamland by
CHI-TORCH
interior design
‘Wonderfully natural’

TIME BERLIN SALES
CENTRE by Domani
‘A sense of calm
and elegance from
simplicity and
lightness...with
a richer palette
of furnishings
and flooring’

Primark Damrak
by HMKM
‘Design that reflects
the brand’s popular
appeal and quality,
as well as being fully
grounded in the
locality and character
of Amsterdam’

Gotham Market at
The Ashland by
Jeffrey Beers
International
‘Superb design that
entirely fits with the
heritage of the
building and the
neighbourhood’

El San Juan Hotel
by Jeffrey Beers
International
‘Epic. Details,
materials and lighting
create a sense of
opulence appropriate
to its heritage and
location’

Deskopolitan,
Château d’Eau,
Paris by MoreySmith
‘Spot on for how
the new power
generation want
to work. Great design
as social catalyst’

Hotel Mono

Frédéric Baron-Morin

Eric Laignel

Eric Laignel

Loove image

Finalists & judges’ comments

NewDay by Oktra
‘Great. Modern
interventions that
challenge and
respect the building’s
original industrial
design...to achieve
inspiring and
creative workplaces’

Grain Traders by
Parable Studio
‘Effortlessly
elemental’

Hotel Mono by
Spacedge Designs
‘Rigorously observed
concept makes
spaces feel solid
and considered.
Variations in texture
and tone lift the
monochrome palette’

BIKINI by Travis
Walton Architecture
‘Great detail. Playful,
seductive, gorgeous,
flirty design to move
people and create
a stage set for the
ultimate emotional
connection’

TRIBE Hotel by
Travis Walton
Architecture
‘Given the option,
would any of us
choose ANYWHERE
else to stay in Perth?
I doubt it. Modern
luxury, nailed’

Breakthrough Talent
of the Year
Winner

Jonathan Mizzi

Jonathan Mizzi attended the USC School of Cinematic Arts in LA as well as Escape
studios in London, where he studied digital set design, visual effects and animation.
He did all of this before graduating from the Bartlett School of Architecture, where
he received a commendation for his work in neo-futuristic design in architecture.
Mizzi’s passion for design and wide range of skills found him work as a concept
designer at Foster and Partners. Shortly afterwards, he joined renowned interactive
design studios, Jason Bruges Studio and Cinimod Studio. Finally, in 2011 he founded
Mizzi Studio where his love for design, architecture and art fuse together.
Since its launch, Mizzi Studio has established bases in both London and Malta,
producing work ranging from architecture to industrial design, lighting, interactive
design and commercial artworks. With designs often accentuated by technology
and luminosity, Mizzi’s work has been described as neo-futuristic, biomorphic and
kinetic-interactive. With a hugely diverse portfolio of clients, Mizzi Studio has been
shortlisted for major awards over the years, including for Best Public Space in the FX
International Design Awards 2014.
mizzi.co
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Product Designer
of the Year
Winner

Anna Hart
After joining leading furniture dealer Coexistence straight out of university,
Anna Hart’s knowledge of commercial interiors was broadened, and she moved
to DEGW (now part of Aecom) as an interior designer shortly afterwards. Hart
went on to lead projects for the BBC, the Crown Estate and BP before relocating
to Cornwall. This move culminated in her becoming the head of the interior design
arm of hospitality specialist Absolute Design. It was here she created Fifteen
Cornwall and the first phase of work for the Watergate Bay hotel on the north
Cornwall coast.
In 2007 she founded her own design studio, Hart Miller Design, established
in partnership with furniture designer John Miller. The foundation of the company
is based on the belief that the environment influences the occupant of a space
on an emotional level, and that furniture plays a key role in their experience of
a space. More specifically, that furniture can define the space it’s in, affecting the
behaviour of its users.
Anna Hart’s passion for furniture was cemented by her second joint project
with Miller, forming furniture design and manufacturing brand MARK. Her designs
aim to improve people’s experience of living, through interior architecture and
product design.
hartmillerdesign.co.uk
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Interior Design Practice
of the Year
Winner

Resonate Interiors
Resonate Interiors was established in 2013, born out of founder Pernille Stafford’s
desire to create memorable environments. Resonate Interiors’ ability to imbue
a sense of quality and rigorous detailing throughout all of its projects, primarily
focused on commercial and hospitality interiors, cements Stafford’s passion for
design and specification at every level. This passion is greater surmised in Resonate
Interiors’ raison d’etre: ‘The desire to create memorable environments, special
spaces that engage with the occupant at many levels’.
Created to have empathy with its clients, staff and all who engage in its niche
practice, Resonate Interiors supports UK businesses and manufacturing wherever
possible. The result offers the innovative crafting of space in three dimensions,
ranging from the juxtaposition of materials, to the manipulation of light and shade.
The company’s recognised first-class team channels its energies and passion in
order to produce a boutique design experience for all of the practice’s clients.
resonateinteriors.com
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Outstanding Lifetime
Contribution to Design
Winner

Ken Shuttleworth
During the course of his 40-year career Ken Shuttleworth has worked on some of the
most revolutionary architectural landmarks in the world, and is rightfully recognised
as one of the world’s leading architects. Today, he continues to deliver a portfolio of
iconic, innovative and sustainable buildings.
Beginning his career in 1974 at Foster + Partners, Shuttleworth spent 30 years
working on some of London’s most high-profile developments, including Millennium
Bridge, City Hall, the Wembley Stadium arch, and the 30 St Mary Axe, aka the
Gherkin. Having contributed to equally distinguished buildings abroad, including
Hong Kong’s Chek Lap Kok airport and Frankfurt’s Commerzbank, he was promoted
to director in 1984.
After the completion of 30 St Mary’s Axe in 2003, he founded Make Architects,
a 100 per cent employee-owned practice dedicated to democratic design process.
Within a few years the company gained a reputation for challenging convention
and pursuing design excellence. Today, Ken Shuttleworth continues to oversee the
design development of every scheme, guiding the practice’s 150 staff spread across
London, Hong Kong and Sydney. Under his direction, Make Architects has
established itself as one of the UK’s foremost architecture firms, winning numerous
projects and accolades across a range of sectors in the UK and abroad.
In 2009 the company cemented its Asia practice with a studio in Beijing
and an office in Hong Kong. The latter boasts an impressive portfolio of work,
including a 23-storey residential tower in Kowloon. Following this, in 2013 Make
opened a practice in Sydney, where its Wynyard Place scheme – the redevelopment
of one of Sydney’s busiest transport hubs – gathers pace. Make’s recently completed
projects include The Temple House in Chengdu, The Barn at the University of
Nottingham, the Hiscox Building in York, and in London St James’s Market (West
End), LSQ London (Leicester Square), and the Monument Building.
Acting as a CABE commissioner from 2002 to 2011, he is currently president
of the British Council for Offices, a Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts, and a member
of the UK Government Advisory Group on Professional and Business Services.
The recipient of honorary doctorates from De Montfort University, the University
of Westminster and the University of Nottingham, he has an Honorary Fellowship
of the Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland. As well as this he regularly
contributes to industry magazines and lectures at architecture schools worldwide.
Most recently Ken Shuttleworth established the Future Spaces Foundation
to advance research and debate the future of the spaces we live in. Comprising
an independent panel of experts from a huge range of sectors, it aims to promote
smart design that enables strong communities and first-class living and working
spaces.
We are delighted that Ken Shuttleworth has been voted by the readers of FX
magazine to receive the Outstanding Lifetime Contribution to Design award.
He is a most worthy recipient.
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